We propose a new method to solve the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov equations for weakly bound nuclei, which works for both spherical and axially deformed cases. In this approach, the quasiparticle wave functions are expanded in a complete set of analytical Pöschl-Teller-Ginocchio and Bessel/Coulomb wave functions. Correct asymptotic properties of the quasiparticle wave functions are endowed in the proposed algorithm. Good agreement is obtained with the results of the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculation using box boundary condition for a set of benchmark spherical and deformed nuclei.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of nuclei far from stability is an increasingly important part of contemporary nuclear physics. This topic is related to newly created radioactive beams facilities, allowing more experiments on nuclei beyond the stability line. The new experimental opportunities on nuclei with extreme isospin ratio and weak binding bring new phenomena which inevitably require a universal theoretical description of nuclear properties for all nuclei. The current approach to the problem is the nuclear density functional theory which implicitly rely on Hartree-FockBogoliubov (HFB) theory, unique in its ability to span the whole nuclear chart.
The HFB equations can be solved in coordinate space using box boundary condition [1, 2] . This approach (abbreviated HFB/Box in this paper) has been used as a standard tool in the description of spherical nuclei [3] . Its implementation to systems with deformed equilibrium shapes is much more difficult, however. Different approaches have been developed to deal with this problem, such as the two-basis method [4, 5, 6] , the canonicalbasis framework [7, 8, 9] and basis-spline techniques in coordinate-space calculations developed for axially symmetric nuclei [10, 11] . These algorithms are precise, but time-consuming.
Configuration-space HFB diagonalization is a useful alternative to coordinate-space calculations whereby the HFB solution is expanded in a complete set of singleparticle states. In this context, the harmonic oscillator (HO) basis turned out to be particularly useful. Over the years, many configuration-space HFB codes using the HO basis (abbreviated HFB/HO) have been developed, employing either the Skyrme or the Gogny effective interactions [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] , or using a relativistic Lagrangian [19] in the context of the relativistic HartreeBogoliubov theory. In the absence of fast coordinatespace methods to obtain deformed HFB solutions, the configuration-space approach has proved to be a very fast and efficient alternative allowing large-scale calculations [17, 18] .
Close to drip lines, however, the continuum states start playing an increasingly important role and it becomes necessary to treat the interplay of both continuum and deformation effects in an appropriate manner. Unfortunately, none of the existing configuration-space HFB techniques manage to incorporate continuum effects.
The goal of the present work is to find an efficient numerical scheme to solve HFB equations for spherical and axially deformed nuclei, which properly takes the continuum effects into account. We will denote this problem as continuum HFB (CHFB). Aiming at treating spherical and deformed nuclei on the same footing, we rely on the configuration-space HFB approach.
The HO basis has important numerical advantages; for example, the use of the Gauss-Hermite quadrature allows fast evaluation of matrix elements. On the other hand, its Gaussian asymptotics prevents from expanding systems with large spatial extension, such as halo nuclear states. This problem can be successfully fixed by using the transformed HO basis (THO) [20] . The latter transforms the unphysical Gaussian fall-off of HO states into a more physical exponential decay. Neither HO nor THO bases, however, are able to provide proper discretization of the quasiparticle continuum. This has repercussions already at the HFB level, for which the HO and THO bases cannot reproduce simultaneously all asymptotic properties of nuclear densities (see Sec. V). While this shortcoming is obvious for the HO basis, it also arises for the THO basis because the latter can provide only one type of asymptotic form, i.e. the one inserted in the scaling function defining the THO wave functions [17] . Hence, the THO basis fails to reproduce asymptotic properties, as asymptotic behavior is different for respective channels: proton and neutron, normal and pairing densities, different angles for the deformed case. In fact, differences between calculations using the THO and the coordinate-space bases have been noticed in pairing properties of nuclei (see Sec. V and Ref. [21] ). This indicates that THO calculations may not always be fully accurate even in the nuclear region and necessitate careful check of obtained results. For the aim of carrying out quasiparticle random phase approximation (QRPA) calculations with the HFB quasiparticle representation, the HO and THO bases are very likely to be insufficient as they cannot provide accurate quasiparticle wave functions in the continuum region.
Obviously, a more practical basis is needed. The Gamow Hartree-Fock (GHF) basis [22] would be appropriate, as it has been demonstrated that it can provide the correct asymptotic of loosely bound nuclear states. However, it implies the use of complex symmetric matrices. Moreover, the presence of basis states which increase exponentially in modulus leads to numerical divergences, unless the costly two-basis method is employed [31] .
As we plan to consider bound HFB ground states only, it is more advantageous numerically to employ Hermitian completeness relations, whose radial wave functions are real. They are either bound, thus integrable, or oscillate with almost constant amplitude, so that we are free from the numerical cancellation problems associated with the Gamow states. It should be stressed that we can generate a Gamow quasiparticle basis using the HFB potentials thus obtained. We can then describe resonant excited states by means of the quasiparticle random phase approximation representing the QRPA matrix elements in terms of the Gamow quasiparticle basis. This serves as an interesting subject for future investigation.
One could expect that the employment of the spherical Hartree-Fock (HF) potential to generate the real continuum HF (CHF) complete basis would solve the problem. Unfortunately, the CHF basis is not numerically stable due to the presence of resonances in the vicinity of the real continuum. The continuum states lying close to a narrow resonance are rapidly changing, so that a very dense continuum discretization around this resonance is necessary to accurately represent this energy region. Important numerical cancellations would occur as continuum wave functions become very large in amplitude close to narrow resonances.
To overcome this difficulty, we adopt a technique based on the exactly solvable Pöschl-Teller-Ginocchio (PTG) potential [23] . The spherical HF potential, seemingly the best candidate to generate a rapidly converging basis expansion, but providing numerically costly GHF bases or unstable CHF bases, is replaced by a PTG potential fitted to the HF potential if the latter give rise to resonant structure. It will be shown that the narrow resonant states of the GHF basis will become bound in the PTG basis, so that its scattering states will have no rapid phase shift change, a necessary condition for numerically stable continuum discretization. As a result, we obtain a very good basis for HFB calculations. We call this approach HFB/PTG.
To 
II. THE HFB/PTG APPROACH
Our aim is to develop an efficient method of solving the CHFB equation
for weakly bound nuclei, which equally works both for spherical and axially deformed nuclei. In the above equation, r and σ are the coordinate of the particle in normal and spin space, h(rσ, r ′ σ ′ ) andh(rσ, r ′ σ ′ ) denote the particle-hole and the particle-particle (hole-hole) components of the single-particle Hamiltonian, respectively, U (rσ) and V (rσ) the upper and the lower components of the single-quasiparticle wave function, and λ is the chemical potential [3] . For simplicity of notation, the isospin index q is omitted in Eq. (1), but, of course, we solve the CHFB equation for coupled systems of protons and neutrons. In this section, we outline the calculational scheme and details will be presented in the succeeding sections.
The proposed method to solve the CHFB equations, abbreviated HFB/PTG, consists of the following steps:
(1) One starts with spherical or deformed HFB calculations in the HO basis (HFB/HO). This provides a good approximate solution for the HF potential and the effective mass.
(2) One considers a HF potential and an effective mass for each ℓj subspace, and fits the associated shifted PTG potential to them when the HF potential possesses bound or narrow resonant states in this ℓj subspace (see Sec. III A). If no such states appear in the HF ℓj spectrum, a set of Bessel/Coulomb wave functions [24] is selected for the ℓj partial wave basis.
(3) One diagonalizes the HFB eigenvalue equations in the basis composed of the PTG and Bessel/Coulomb wave functions. This step continues until self-consistency is achieved.
The use of the Bessel/Coulomb wave functions in step (2) occurs for partial waves of high angular momentum, for which the centrifugal part becomes dominant. As no resonant structure can appear therein in the real HF continuum, Bessel/Coulomb wave functions provide a numerically stable set of states for this partial wave. For the generation of Coulomb wave functions, one can use the recently published C++ code [25] or its FORTRAN alternative [26] . A complete set of wave functions is thus formed, which will be used as a basis to expand the HFB quasiparticle wave functions.
The necessary truncation of the basis in step (3) implies that spurious effects may eventually appear at very large distances, where both the particle density ρ and the pairing densityρ are very small. Consequently, quasiparticle wave functions have to be matched to their exact asymptotics at moderate distances as it is explained further in Sec. IV. In addition, special care must be taken to calculate matrix elements due to the presence of nonintegrable scattering states (see Appendix B).
When the HF mean-field resulting from the HFB/HO calculation in step (1) is deformed, there are several ways to extract the HF potential for each ℓj subspace to be used in step (2) . Because it is used just as a generator for the complete PTG basis, its choice will have little effect on the final HFB solution, however. In the present calculation, we therefore adopt a simple procedure; the particle-hole part of the HFB/HO potential and the HFB/HO effective mass are used in step (2) after averaging their angular and spin degrees of freedom. The resulting HF potential is spherical and the same for all ℓj subspaces. In such a case, the effect of the spinorbit splitting is not taken into account in the stage of constructing the PTG basis but it is of course taken into account in step (3). This implies to consider a basis generated by a spherical potential, which might seem inefficient in the case of large deformation, for which deformed bases are more appropriate, as is done with the HO and THO bases. The deformed nuclei considered in this paper are nevertheless fairly reproduced within this framework (see Sec. V). If necessary, it is possible to generate a deformed basis by diagonalizing the deformed HF potential within the PTG basis, which can then serve as a particle basis for the HFB problem.
III. GENERATION OF BASIS A. PTG potentials fitting procedure
The PTG potential has four parameters Λ, s, ν and a, which have to be determined in each ℓj subspace (see Appendix A). For this purpose, we use the spherical HF potential and effective mass in a given ℓj subspace. Ni. HF and shited PTG potentials to which centrifugal part is added are provided as well, and the energies of 0g 7/2 levels for each potential are indicated. All data respectively associated to HF, shifted and unshifted PTG potentials are respectively shown in solid, dashed and dotted lines.
The PTG mass parameter a is obtained from the requirement that the PTG and the HF effective masses are the same at the origin. One first adds the centrifugal term V ℓ(ℓ+1) ∝ ℓ(ℓ + 1)/r 2 to the nuclear plus Coulomb potential, V N + V C , and determines the height E b of the centrifugal (plus Coulomb) barrier. Then, one adds E b to the PTG potential; the resulting potential may be called the shifted PTG potential. The parameters Λ and ν are fitted in such a way that the χ 2 difference between the shifted PTG potential and the HF potential is minimal. Note that s is directly obtained from Λ and ν values during the fit, as it is determined by way of the property that the PTG potential of parameters Λ, s, ν and a for r → 0 is equivalent to s 2 times the PTG potential of parameters Λ, s = 1, ν and a. The reason why we use the barrier height E b in our fitting procedure will become apparent by an illustrative example presented below.
To test the fitting procedure and the quality of the resulting PTG basis we performed GHF calculations in the coordinate space for the spherical nucleus 84 Ni. Let us examine the quality of single-particle energies and wave functions resulting from the shifted PTG potential by comparing them with the GHF energies and wave functions for bound and resonance states. Figure 1 illustrates the PTG fitting procedure and compare the results with the GHF ones taking the neutron 0g 7/2 level as an example. It is seen that the energy of the bound 0g 7/2 state in the original (unshifted) PTG potential (horizontal dotted line) become positive after being shifted with E b (horizontal dashed line) and its position agrees in a good approximation with the resonance energy obtained by the GHF calculation (horizontal solid line). This is due to a special feature of the PTG potential, for which the centrifugal potential decreases exponentially and not as r −2 for r → +∞ (see App. A). This implies that the centrifugal + shifted PTG potential goes very quickly to the constant value, E b , for r → +∞.
In this way, the PTG treatment replaces the GHF resonance with a weakly bound PTG state whose wave function will be very similar in the nuclear region. Approximating resonant states by weakly bound states in our framework resembles the standard two-potential method described in Ref. [27] . Thus, one can expect that the fitted PTG potential provides a rapidly converging basis for solving the HFB equations.
In fact, it is not necessary to find the PTG potential that exactly minimize the χ 2 difference with the HF potential. As the PTG potential is used as a basis generator, slight differences with the exact minimum lead only to slightly different bases states to expand the HFB quasiparticle wave functions, preserving its rapidly converging properties. Thus, one can take rather large steps for the Λ, ν variations and few radii for the χ 2 evaluation to save computer time, keeping the quality of the basis essentially the same. B. Single-particle energies Single-particle energies and widths for neutrons in 84 Ni obtained by the GHF calculations are compared with the PTG energies in Table I . One can clearly see the following facts.
Firstly, the overall agreement between the GHF and the shifted PTG energies is good, which means that the PTG potential is flexible enough to reproduce the main features of the HF potential.
Secondly, all narrow GHF resonances are represented as weakly bound PTG states with upward shifted PTG energies. This is very important because the HFB upper (lower) components of quasiparticle states are likely to have large overlaps with unoccupied (occupied) weakly bound and narrow resonance states.
We note that the GHF states whose width is larger than 1 MeV, as a rule, are not converted to bound PTG states. This is not important, however, because scattering states do not exhibit rapid changes in the energy region of broad resonances. The broad resonance region can indeed be well represented in terms of the continuum basis states. As illustrated in Fig. 2 narrow GHF resonant states bear large overlaps with their associated PTG bound states. Hence, the GHF resonant structure present in the HFB quasiparticle wave functions will be sustained by the PTG bound states, thus reducing the coupling to the PTG scattering continuum.
An example indicating the quality of the bound singleparticle wave functions resulting from the fitting PTG procedure is shown in Fig. 3 for the bound 0s 1/2 , 1s 1/2 and 2s 1/2 neutron states. In this case, nuclear potential has no centrifugal barrier, so that the PTG and the HF potentials possess the same asymptotic behavior. Very good agreement between the PTG (dashed lines) and the GHF (solid lines) wave functions is thus not surprising. The upper panel in Fig. 3 shows the asymptotic region in logarithmic scale where HO wave functions (dotted lines) are also given as a reference. Their Gaussian asymptotics cannot reproduce even approximately the exponential decrease of the PTG and GHF wave functions. 
IV. QUASIPARTICLE WAVE FUNCTIONS IN THE ASYMPTOTIC REGION
The necessary truncation of the basis implies that spurious effects will eventually appear at very large radius, where both the particle density ρ and the pairing densitỹ ρ are very small. Consequently, quasiparticle wave functions have to be matched with their exact asymptotics at moderate distance, where the asymptotic region has been attained and densities are still large enough for basis expansion to be precise. Below we explain how the matching procedure is done for axially deformed nuclei.
In order to deal with the asymptotics of quasiparticle wave functions, we make partial wave decomposition of them:
where the subscript k specifies the quasiparticle eigenstates together with the magnetic quantum number m which is always conserved for both spherical and axially symmetric nuclei; Ψ α (r) are the PTG or Bessel/Coulomb wave functions; U km (r), defined above involve summation over all quantum numbers except the angular momenta ℓ and j. In the spherical case, the sums reduce to a single element as ℓ and j are good quantum numbers. In the asymptotic region, only Coulomb and centrifugal parts remain from the HFB potentials, so that one can continue the quasiparticle wave functions via their partial wave decompositions and decay constants k u and k v :
where E denotes the quasiparticle energy, λ the chemical potential, H 
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
We have made a feasibility test of the HFB/PTG method for spherical Ni isotopes close to the neutron drip line and for deformed neutron-rich nuclei 110 Zr and 40 Mg. All calculations were done using the SLy4 density functional. For the pairing interaction, we use the surface-type delta pairing with the strength t ′ 0 = −519.9 MeV fm 3 for the the density-independent part and t ′ 3 = −37.5t ′ 0 MeV fm 6 for the density-dependent part with a sharp energy cut-off at 60 MeV in the quasiparticle space. They have been fitted to reproduce the neutron pairing gap of 120 Sn. These values are consistent with those given in Ref. [32] ; the slight difference is due to different cut-off procedures, sharp cut-off in our case and smooth cut-off in Ref. [32] . Below we discuss the major features of the result of calculation. We also make a detailed comparison between the HFB/PTG and HFB/Box calculations in the spherical case.
A. Spherical nuclei
Let us first examine how the result of calculation depends on the truncation of the basis. Indeed, the basis has to be truncated at a maximal linear momentum k max , and discretized with N ℓj continuum states per partial wave in the interval [0 : k max ]. use of values larger than k max = 3 fm −1 does not change the results. Accordingly, in calculations for spherical nuclei, we use k max = 5 fm −1 and discretize the continuum with N ℓj = 60 scattering states per partial wave (see Ref. [22] for its justification).
Results of the HFB/PTG calculation for a set of benchmark Ni isotopes close to the neutron drip line are presented in Table II , Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , where results of the HFB/Box calculation are also shown for comparison. The Ni isotopes are spherical with pairing in the neutron channel only. We see immediately a remarkable agreement between the results of the HFB/PTG and HFB/Box calculations. The difference in total energies is less than 85 keV and the proton rms radii agree almost perfectly, while the neutron ones are slightly different by less than 0.003 fm. Similarly good agreement is obtained for all other energy counterparts. The good agreement in the ground state characteristics evaluated by the two different approaches is not surprising if one compares the density distributions shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . In these figures, the neutron and proton densities, ρ n and ρ p , and the neutron pairing densityρ n are plotted both in normal (left column) and logarithmic (right column) scales. The agreement is almost perfect in the whole range of r except at the box boundary where the HFB/Box densities vanish due to the boundary conditions (however not seen in Fig 8) . This agreement is striking considering the significant impact of the continuum for these nuclei and the fact that the HFB/PTG calculations are nevertheless performed using the basis expansion method.
Special attention has to be paid to the agreement for the pairing quantities. Interestingly, the pairing gap ∆ n increases as one approaches the drip line, indicating the important role of the pairing correlations in the con- tinuum. This result is somehow different from that of Ref. [29] obtained by an alternative HFB calculation in the coordinate space for the same set of nuclei but it is in agreement with the estimates from Ref. [30] . In Fig. 8 , the scaling function of the THO basis is calculated with the method described in Ref. [20] , for which the quasiexact density provided by the HFB/PTG calculations is used, and 16 THO shells are taken into account for each partial wave. This implies virtually optimal results, and it has been checked that densities obtained from the HFB/Box and HFB/THO methods are almost identical up to 20 fm. On the other hand, pairing densities given by the THO calculations are not exactly the same with those of the HFB/PTG and HFB/Box calculations, as can be seen from Fig. 8 
B. Axially deformed nuclei
In the case of axially deformed nuclei, few HFB/Box calculations are available to check the HFB/PTG results. We consider the well-deformed nucleus 110 Zr (deformation β ≈ 0.4), already studied in Ref. [21] Table III are partially due to different structure of the model spaces adopted and the associated fitting of the pairing strength. Proton and neutron densities for nuclei 110 Zr and 40 Mg are displayed in Fig. 9 , with comparison with THO results (circles) for 110 Zr, in normal scale (left column panels) and logarithmic scale (right column panels). Associated pairing densities are shown in Fig. 10 .
While agreement between the PTG and THO densities for 110 Zr is good in normal scale, we can notice discrepancies in asymptotic properties, which are visible from the figure in logarithmic scale (see Fig. 9 ). It is obvious that all densities calculated with the THO basis eventually follow the common asymptote dictated by the scaling function, while they are well reproduced with use of the PTG basis. This comparison also confirms the presence of deformation effects even in the far asymptotic region.
The middle and bottom panels in Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate the HFB/PTG normal and pairing densities for two states with different deformations in the drip line nucleus 40 Mg. These states possess pairing correlations in both neutron and proton channels. The prolate and oblate states lead to asymptotic neutron densities which are very close, as seen from the middle and bottom right panels in Fig. 9 .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a new method of the CHFB calculation for spherical and axially deformed nuclei, which properly takes the continuum into account. The method combines configuration-space diagonalization of the HFB Hamiltonian in the complete set of analytical PTG and Bessel/Coulomb wave functions with a matching procedure in the coordinate space which restores the correct asymptotic properties of the HFB wave functions. The PTG potential is chosen to fit the nuclear HF potential and effective mass. The resulting PTG wave functions are close to the bound and continuum states of the related HF potential while the resonance states are substituted by the bound PTG states with shifted single-particle energies. Partial waves of high angular momentum are very well represented by Bessel/Coulomb wave functions.
The main results of the present work are twofold: First, we have obtained a new scheme (HFB/PTG) to solve the CHFB equations as a promising tool for large scale calculation; its performance is comparable, sometimes even better, to that of the HFB/THO code, for example. It properly takes the nuclear continuum into account and therefore could be used for precise density functional calculations for nuclei close to the drip lines. This HFB/PTG method can also be used to provide accurate quasiparticle wave functions for microscopic calculations of dynamics beyond the nuclear mean-field approximation, as for example, the QRPA calculations for deformed nuclei.
Second, the fact that the HFB/PTG calculation reproduces the results of the coordinate-space HFB calculation with the box boundary condition (HFB/Box) even for nuclei up to the neutron drip lines is important. This result indicates the validity of the HFB/Box calculation which is widely used, although its validity is sometimes questioned when it is applied to the drip-line phenomena where continuum effects are crucially important [29] .
The inclusion of resonant structure in the basis is crucial for the success of the HFB/PTG approach. ing the resonant GHF states are removed from the basis: in their absence, the pairing densities are overestimated in the surface region, while particle densities are slightly underestimated in the inner region. This means that the resonance states significantly contribute to the total energy through both the particle-hole and particle-particle channels. Their contributions to the pairing correlation energy are evaluated to be about 2-3 MeV for the case of Ni isotopes close to the neutron drip line. A more complete investigation of the importance of the HFB resonance states could be made by a detailed comparison with the result of the exact Gamow-HFB calculation. Such an analysis is in progress for spherical nuclei and will be reported in the near future [31] . and the effective mass µ(r) are written:
where s is the scaling parameter, V µ the potential part issued from the effective mass, V ℓ its ℓ-dependent part and V c its main central part, defined by
The quantities V P T G (r) and µ(r) depend on an implicit function y = y(r) defined in the following way: so that 0 ≤ y < 1 for 0 ≤ r < ∞. The numerical solution of Eq. (A7) by way of Newton/bisection methods is stable but one should take special care at large distances when y becomes closely equal to one. For example, this can be done by rewriting Eq. (A7), introducing the new variable x = arctanh(y):
It is solved with respect to x with a fixed-point algorithm.
In this region, 1 − y 2 should be calculated in terms of the expression 1 − y 2 = 4e −2x /(1 + e −2x ) 2 to avoid numerical cancellations.
One has to mention that, in the calculation of V P T G (r), V ℓ (r) is finite for all r ≥ 0 but is the difference of two diverging terms for r → 0. Thus, to be precise in this region, Eq. (A7) must be rewritten as a power series in y, so that the main diverging terms of Eq. (A5) cancel analytically.
As seen from the equations above, there are four parameters in the PTG model: the effective mass parameter a, the scaling parameter s, the parameter Λ determining the shape of the potential and the parameter ν associated with the depth of the potential. They can take different values for different angular momenta ℓ. We can use this freedom in order to approximate the nuclear potential for each ℓj-subspace, as described in Sec. II.
PTG states
The PTG wave functions and eigen-energies are determined by the Schrödinger equation for the Hamiltonian (A1)
with energies
where k stands for the complex linear momentum associated with E. For bound states, if they exist, the parameter ν determines the maximal value n max of the radial quantum number n = 0, 1, 2, ..., n max as the largest integer inferior to
and defines the complex momentum
and they form a complete basis
One can check that at large distances
where
Substituting this into Eq. (A25) one obtains the asymptotic form of the PTG wave functions
where C + = N A + e −ikr1 and C − = N A − e ikr1 , defined by Eqs. (A26) and (A27).
The PTG wave functions are numerically stable and accurate when using Eq. (A24) up to y ≤ 0.99 then applying the form (A25). They accurately land onto their asymptotic representation of Eq. (A34) at large distances.
APPENDIX B: MATRIX ELEMENTS
Let us deal with numerical integration in r and k space. The integration in the r space is performed in terms of N r Gauss-Legendre integration points x i and weights w i within the interval [0, R max ],
where O(r) is an arbitrary function of r and R max is a point where nuclear potential disappears. Usually a value R max = 15 fm is used. In the same way, integration in the k space is done in terms of N k Gauss-Legendre integration points k i and weights w ki within the interval [0,
where O(k) is an arbitrary function of k. Radial integrals must be calculated cautiously due to the presence of non-integrable scattering states in the basis. When the radial operator represents the nuclear potential or explicitly depends on nuclear densities or currents, one can safely integrate the matrix elements to some large but finite distance R max . Beyond R max , the contribution of the integral becomes negligible due to the presence of the densities or currents. However, it is not the case for the kinetic + Coulomb part of the Hamiltonian. This operator is infinite-ranged and induces Dirac delta functions in the matrix elements, which have to be regularized directly. For this, one separates the matrix element in two integrals, defined on the intervals [0 : R max ] and [R max : +∞[. The first part is finite and treated with standard methods. For the second part, if one deals with Bessel/Coulomb wave functions, one can assume that the nuclear part is negligible after R max so that they are solutions of the asymptotic HF equations. Hence, one obtains: 
where h(r) is the HF potential which reduces to the kinetic + Coulomb Hamiltonian asymptotically. Here, "bound" ("scat") means that both α and β states are bound (scattering) and "mixed" means that α is bound and β scattering or vice-versa. The Dirac delta with a discretized basis becomes δ αβ /w kα with w kα being the Gauss-Legendre weight associated to the discretized value k α , so that its implementation is immediate; since all integrals are finite, they pose no problem. When the PTG basis states are used instead of the Bessel/Coulomb wave functions, it turned out that it is numerically precise to disregard the Coulomb/centrifugal part of the Hamiltonian after R max , so that Eq. (B3) is the same for both the PTG and Bessel/Coulomb wave functions. Indeed, Eqs. (A32) and (A34) imply that the PTG wave functions behave asymptotically like neutron waves functions of angular momentum ℓ = 0. The above seemingly crude approximation can, in fact, be mathematically justified. The HFB matrix evaluated using such a procedure converges weakly to the exact HFB matrix for R max → +∞ [33] . This means that the HFB matrix elements depend on R max asymptotically, some of them even diverging with R max → +∞, whereas its eigenvalues and eigenvectors converge to a finite value.
